Dear friends,
Is with great joy that we send you the report of Andorra, during the third tour of 2015 from
Pedagooogia 3000 and emAne, Worldwide link for a new education world.
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1.

Andorra

Andorra is a beautiful place, nestled in the mountains of the Pyrenees. Officially called Principality of
Andorra (in Catalan Principat d'Andorra), is located between Spain and France, with an average
altitude of 1996 meters above the sea level.

Here, on 10 October 2015, in the Capital, Andorra la Vella, we celebrated the 1st. Scientific
Conference "towards a new educational perspective" accompanied by the launch of scientific book of
3000 Pedagooogia, organized by the Dr. Angels Codina of the Institute Onto medic”.
andorra.ci.angelscodina@gmail.com
http://angelscodina.com/event/1as-jornadas-cientificas-para-una-nueva-perspectivaeducativa/?instance_id=51
http://angelscodina.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/jornades.jpg

http://angelscodina.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Jornadas-Presentaci%C3%B3n.pdf
http://angelscodina.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/jornades_cientifiquesESPA4.pdf
http://angelscodina.com/una-crida-a-la-ciutadania/
http://angelscodina.com/una-crida-a-la-ciutadania/

Andorra la Vella
Friday, October 9:
Valid radio
"Nobody is perfect" program

Andorra la Vella
Press Conference at the AND Bank.
Thanks to Jose Maria Cabanas,
General Deputy Director of Bancapais
(on the right in the photo. Left Dr.
Angels Codina, as the coordinator).

Andorra la Vella
Saturday, 10th October: 9h30-18h30
1st. Scientific Conference for a New
Education in Andorra
Andorra la Vella Conference Center
Opening with the
 Honorable Mayor Consul of
Andorra la Vella, Mr. Jordi
Minguillon (Mayor)
 Very illustrious Mr. Ferran Costa,
Chairman of the Legislative
Committee of the Conseil General
education

Thanks to the Dr. Angels Codina of the
Institute Onto medic and the
exponents, from left to right:
-Dr. Josep Manel Estrada Fernandez
-Carmen Codina Farras
-Carmen Cabestany Garcia
-Marta Compte Puiggali
-Noemi Paymal
-Dr. Angels Codina Farras

Sunday, October 11th, trip to a
beautiful spot of the Andorran
mountain.

2. Information about the scientific book the boys and girls of today and tomorrow
It is the last book of Pedagooogia 3000, edited by Kier.

The book “The Boys and Girls of Today and Tomorrow”, was co-authored with:
-Dr. Claudio Alvaro Mendez Brieres, Chile,
-Dr. Nicolas Lujan, Argentina,
-Lic. Andrea Soledad Coria, Argentina,
-Dr. Fernando Jose Diaz, Colombia,
-Dr. Marcel Vega, Spain,
-Dr. Mirta Guelman, Argentina,
-Dr. Rocio Monge, Chile/Ecuador,

-Dr. Salete Queiroz of Tejerina, Brazil,
-Dr. Angels Codina, Andorra
-Dra Amelia Cantarero, Spain,
-Lic. Graciela Croatto, Argentina
-Noemi Paymal.
All our gratitude to you all.

All my sincere thanks to the team of doctors, biologists and international researchers who agreed
with so much commitment, enthusiasm, love and dedication, undertake together this work, accept
the challenge of pave the way for millions of boys and girls, to introduce changes that, at many
levels, are present in the new generation, have the courage as professionals to give more light on
our practices in health and education. And as mothers and fathers, I would like to thank you for
providing this research the human part and affectionate that we need so much today (including the
scientific field).
Thank you for proposing effective solutions, practical, proposed suggestions lucid (and playful),
since a spirit so supportive, generous and positive. Noemi Paymal.
Available printed version (Kier publishing) and digital at:
http://www.pedagooogia3000.info/web/Files/Aportes_cientificos3000.pdf
Book review
The Boys and Girls of Today and Tomorrow.
Scientific contributions on physiological, neurological and psycho-emotional changes in the children of
today and the education they need.
Did you know that babies and children have new and different attitudes to previous generations?
Why?
What are physiological, neurological and psycho-emotional changes in the children now?
What so valuable would the new educational have as tools suitable for your children or your
students?
What health system do they need? What education?
Are there any solutions for the diagnosis of attention-Deficit, hyperactivity, learning disorders,
General disorders?
What is the line between reality and the myth of the current disorders?
Who is suffering, children or the educational system?
Would you like to hear the opinion of doctors, psychologists and scientists specialized in the new
pediatrics and forms of integral education?
That, with this book, to open new possibilities and horizons of hope for health and education. This
work carried out by distinguished experts from eight different countries, is proof that since solidarity,

entrepreneurship and constructive, create a new reality and a higher life and holistic, quality is not
only a possibility, but a reality that we touch the daily.
This book can teach you strategies and ideas for the work to which we are all invited.
The children of today and tomorrow: the future is in our hands

This book will help them both in the field of health as a school, which is at home or in schools. We
also hope that it is useful to the ministries of health and education as well as various institutions in
charge of national and international decision-making.
What are the purposes of the book?


Know what are the reasons for these changes or
behaviors and better understanding of the physiological, neurological and psycho-emotional
aspects of this new childhood and youth.



Share the opinion of doctors and health and education
professionals in order to provide up-to-date information and experiences that will facilitate
understanding the changes.
Give concrete suggestions and solutions both in the


field of health, psychology and medicine.


Create a global scientific network seeking co - create a
new system of health and education to give appropriate responses to today's planetary changes.
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